Year 1 – Weekly Plan w/b/ 14/9/20
Subject
Area
English

Key Vocab
Fiction
Non-fiction

Key Knowledge
Use a simple structure in my writing (Fact file)
Orally rehearse a sentence
Write a fact about an animal.
EBI: I can write a sequence of sentences.

Activities (and resource links)
This week we have started our new
Power of Reading book:
Children will be creating a non-fiction fact
file text about lions.
Get your child to complete the first three
columns of this table:

Then listen to the first 4 pages of the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeS5u_5w5Bs
Add what they find out to table. Discuss this type of book.
What is it? How do they know? (Non-fiction – it gives us
information/facts).
Spend some time finding out about lions and add anything new
to the ‘What I know now’ column in the table. If you have any
books at home about lions you could use these or visit these
links:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRrrpBewz0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlZwYsJpqjo
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/animals/generalanimals/10-lion-facts/
https://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-lions/
Using this information, ask your child to create a fact file
about a lion.
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Include information about:
• Their habitat and country (where they live)
• Their diet
• What their young are called
•

Include a description of the animal – facts about what
they look like and how they behave e.g. Male lions have
manes, female lions do not. Female lions go hunting for
food.

•

Mathematics

Addition
Subtraction
Equals
More
Less

Can I solve addition problems?
Can I solve subtraction problems?

Picture/photo

Using objects at home to solve addition problems
(beads/ counters). Solve problems with numbers to
10 then numbers to 20.

Addition is when we add two numbers
together to find the total.
Subtraction is when you find the
difference between two vales
Using objects solve subtraction problems to 10 then to 20
Use pictures to represent numbers and solve addition
number problems.
Play addition and subtraction game on Topmarks
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/addition/addition-to-10
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https://www.topmarks.co.uk/subtraction/subtraction-to10
Play number recognition game
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-tocount/helicopter-rescue
Play the ‘One more one less’ game

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/24481.html

Art

-Selfportrait
-Tone
-Features

-name the features on a face
-know what a self- portrait is
- position the features
correctly when drawing a face
-add tone by adding and
decreasing pressure on a
pencil

Look in a mirror. Identify the shape of your face. Look at
the details on your face.
Using a pencil, draw your self-portrait.
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Life Skills

Opinion
Agree
disagree

- Name things that matter most to me

Q- What is meant by the word agree?

-Know that people have different opinions

Q- What does disagree mean?

-Learn to respectfully disagree

Play a game-ask- The sky is blue? agree or disagree?
Continue
Playing a game is fun only when you win.
Every kid should read at least one book every month
Summer is the best season of the year
Parents are the best teachers
Explain that we all have different opinions. And sometimes
we agree and sometimes we disagree.
What matters most to you? Think of 5 things.
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Place them in order from the most to the least important.
Write a sentence to explain which one is the most/least
important and why?

